







THIs REPORT PRESENTS, in tabular form, the results of
the calculation of supersonic flow fields about right circular cones at zero angle
of attack. These calculations were performed using the Taylor and Maceoll
theory. Numerical integrations were performed using the Runge-Kutta method
for second-order differential equations.
Results were obtained for cone angles from 2.5 ° to 30 ° in regular increments
of 2.5 °. For each of these 12 cone angles, a series of 16 problems was computed
at nominal free-stream Mach numbers from 1.5 to 20.0. The free-stream Mach
number was not increased in even increments, but the same values were used
for each cone angle. In all calculations, the desired free-stream Mach number
was obtained to six or more significant figures.
The data listed in this report ard essentially the same as those of Zden_k
Kopal's Tables of Supersonic Flow Around Cones (M.I.T. Tech. Rep. No. 1,
1947). They differ from Kopal's work only in the manner of presentation and
by the use of a specific heats ratio of 1.4 instead of 1.405. This report repre-
sents a complement to NASA SP-3007 in which the flow field about cones at
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to 20.0 ...................... 23-56
to 20.0 ...................... 57-90
to 20.0 ...................... 91-124
to 20.0 ...................... 125-158
to 20.0 ...................... 159-192
to 20.0 ...................... 193-225
to 20.0 ...................... 226-258
to 20.0 ...................... 259-291
to 20.0 ...................... 292-324
to 20.0 ...................... 325-357
to 20.0 ...................... 358-389






THE SOLUTION of supersonic flow
fields by the method of characteristics requires
that the flow conditions along a starting line in
the flow field be known. For sharp-nosed bod-
ies of revolution, this information is usually
obtained from the solution of the flow field
about circular cones. During the process of
setting up a program for treating bodies of
revolution by the method of characteristics, it
was decided to compute the starting flow field
rather than use the tables published by Kopal
in references 1 and 2.
With these programs available, it appeared
desirable to prepare a set of cone tables for
cones at small angles of attack in a body-fixed
coordinate system. In order not to restrict the
Mach numbers to those of references 1 and 2,
this required also a set of cone tables for the
case of zero angle of attack. This latter set is
presented in this report; the angle-of-attack
case will be covered in reference 3. This
present set of tables differs from those of
reference 1 only in the manner of presentation
and the value of specific heats ratio "y. In all
of the present calculations, the ideal gas value
of _= 1.4 has been usedl
One of the uses envisioned for the results con-
tained herein is in types of solutions of which
the shock-expansion theories are typical. Thus,
the minimum cone angle was 2.5 ° and this was
increased by increments of 2.5 ° to a maximum
cone angle of 30 ° (a total of 12 cone angles).
For each of the cone angles, results were com-
puted for a constant series of free-stream Mach
numbers from 1.5 to 20. In addition, a solu-
tion was computed which yielded the minimum
free-stream Mach number for a completely
supersonic conical flow field (u,=_/_)- This
was the lowest value of M® for which any
solutions were obtaine& Consequently, for
cone angles of 27.5 ° and 30 °, the solutions at a




a nondimensional speed of sound, a/V,
a* critical speed of sound
Cp pressure coefficient,--AP/q
M_ critical Mach number (see eq. (7)), 17/_*
M Mach number, 17/a
P pressure
q free-stream dynamic pressure, p/2V_
r,x cylindrical coordinate axes, with origin
at tip of cone; x-axis=cone axis
R universal gas constant
AS increase in entropy
T absolute temperature
u, v velocity components, dimensional (fig. 1)
u nondimensional velocity along conical ray
line in spherical coordinate system
(fig. 1), u/V,
v nondimensional velocity normal to con-
ical ray line in spherical coordinate
system, _/'_7_
V resultant nondimensional velocity at
any conical ray line, _/_z
V velocity (dimensional)
_t limiting velocity due to expansion into
a vacuum
ratio of specific heats, cp/co; ideal gas
value = 1.4
Mach angle
_b, flow direction angle, angle between velo-
city vector V and cone axis
v density
0 conical ray angle, from cone axis
Subscripts:
s denotes values at cone surface
co














THE DERIVATIONS of the basic
equations for the conical flow problem are
given quite adequately in reference 1 and will
not be repeated here. The differential equa-
tion that is the formulation of the conical
flow problem in a spherical coordinate system
(fig. 1) is:
d_u . a_(u+v cot 0)





a2----_-_ (1--u2--V _) (3)
In the foregoing equations, all velocities are
nondimensionalized, as in reference 1, by
dividing them by the limiting velocity attain-
able by adiabatic expansion into a vacuum.
This system of computation was used, even
though the results are later transposed into
another reference system, in order to make use
of the parameters in reference 1 as convenient
guides in setting up the numerical calculations.
Boundary conditions must be prescribed
along with equations (1) to (3), and they are
(4)
at the surface of the cone. The upper boundary
condition is found by requiring the results ob-
tained from the integration of equation _1) to
satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot equations which
can be expressed as
tan O_ "Y-1 u2--1 (5)
_+ 1 uv
When equation (5) is Fulfilled by the results
from equation (1) the free-stream .Mach number
is given by
Equations
M / 2 u 2
®_"VT--1 cos 2 O--u s (6)
The solutions of equation (1) presented
herein were obtained using the Runge-Kutta
integration method. Computation was started
at the solid surface of the cone by specifying a
value of u, and ended when the shock-wave
conditions were satisfied. Integration step
size investigations, which are not included
herein, indicate that the maximum integration
error is less that 5X10 -8 at any point in any
solution. The Rankine-Hugoniot conditions
were satisfied to ± 2 X 10 -7.
The method of solution outlined does not
yield a desired arbitrary frec-stream Mach
number without a priori knowledge of the
value of u, that should be specified. Therefore,
an iteration on u_ was included in the procedure
in order that both cone angle and free-stream
Mach number could be specified.
Integration of equation (1) yields values of
u, v, and a at each conical ray angle 0. These
results are transformed into the more usable
forms of M*, _1, and _ in the following manner:
M, V /_,+1
, =h_= _/_:-_ (u_+e) (7)
since
and the flow direction angle ¢1 is
Furthermore,
¢l=0 + tan_ 1v
_t
_= sin-_/ a_u_+v _
However, due to space limitations, the values
of the Mach angle g will be presented _th the
small-angle-of-attack results.
4Discussion
IT HAS BEEN ASSUMED that all
of the cones are terminated at a base diameter
of unity and the geometric location of the
left-running characteristic line emanating from
this point has been computed. These results
are given in an x,r cylindrical coordinate
system that has its origin at the cone vertex.
Furthermore, this characteristic line was built
up using the basic inte.gration step size during
the integration and cannot be duplicated
exactly using the tabulated values. By means
of a base diameter ratio it is possible to pro-
portion the locations of these characteristic
points on a cone of any other size. Of course,
._y/_, ¢1, and u stay constant since the conical
ray angles do not change.
The tables for the individual solutions were
printed directly from the machine calculations
and were not converted to decimal form. The
leading sign is the algebraic sign of the quantity.
The next eight digits that represent the
size of the quantity are considered to be
0.xxxxxxxx. Coming last are an algebraic
sign and two digits that are the exponent of
10 _-xXby which the size of the quantity must
be multiplied to obtain the correct decimal
point location. Thus a number that is printed
in the machine code as --47168732+00 is
read as --0.47168732. The angular increments
at which the tables are printed generally are
decreased as the flow field is traversed. This
was done to keep the incremental distance
along the characteristic line from increasing
continuously. In the tables, the quantities
M*, ¢,, x, and r are listed as functions of the
conical ray angle 8, starting at the cone surface
and terminating at the shock wave; x and r
are the coordinates (in the cylindrical coordinate
of Tables
system) of the characteristic starting line in
cone base calibers while M* is the resultant
nondimensionalized velocity and ¢1 is the flow
direction angle in radians. The end results
given with each table (AS/R, P,/P®, p,/p®,
and T,/T._) were computed using the integrated
results with shock wave and isentropic equations
(ref. 4). The summary tables for surface
conditions were tabulated by hand from the
machine printed individual tables and are
given in decimal form.
Table 1 gives a summary of the surface
results of the calculations for the minimum
free-stream Mach number. In tables 2 through
9 are summarized some of the surface results
for the cones in which the free-stream Mach
number was specified. These results are tabu-
lated for each cone angle as a function of the
nominal free-stream Mach number. The itera-
tion procedure mentioned earlier produced
free-stream Mach numbers for all solutions
that correspond to the nominal values to six or
more significant figures. Shock-wave angles
and flow results immediately behind the shock
wave are given in table 10 for the minimum
free-stream Mach number solutions. Tables
11 through 17 give shock-wave angles and flow
parameters immediately behind the shock
wave for all solutions in which the free-stream
Mach number was specified. Results for the
complete flow field of each calculation are
given in tables 18 through 219. In these
tables, the results are tabulated starting at the
cone surface and proceeding through the flow
field to the shock wave. The free-stream
Mach number listed with each of these tables
is the exact value computed from the Rankine-
Hugoniot equations.
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TABLE 18.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=2.5°; .7tI,_=1.0121844 23
+40825000+00 +10121844+01 +43633275-01 +14174491÷01



























































































































































































































































24 TABLE 18. Continued
































































































































































TABLE 19.--ConicM Flow Field. 0,----2.5°; _I®=1.5 25
u s es
+72979225+00+55366240+u0 +14999999q-01 +43633275-01


































































































































































































































































































































































































+10138422+01 = OdOo 0
+10055140+01 = Ts/Too
'I
TABLE 20.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----2.5°; _[_:]..75 27
u_ _oo em %






































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 21.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----2.5°: ,_I®=2.0 29



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 24.---Conical Flow Field. 0,-=-2.5°; M®----3.5 35




























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 25.--Conical Flow Field. 0s---2.5°; ._I®----4.0












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































; TABLE 27.--Conical Flow Field. 0_=2.5°; M_=5.0 41




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 29.--Conical Flow Field. _.=2.5°; M_=7.0 45






























































































































































































































































= +Tooooo15+ol es = +_5633z75-oi












































































































































TABLE 30.--Conical Flow Field. _,----2.5°; M®=8.0 47
+960J4-94+00 +80000002+01 +43633275-01 +12931031+00
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































. +iooooooe+o2 e, ffi,43633zr9-oi


































































TABLE 32.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=2.5°; M®=12.0(5 51
% Moo es %











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































+15151575+01 = ps/p _
+11836493+01 _ TS/T _
TABLE 34.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----2.5°; M®=20.0 55
+99205944+00 +19999912+02 +43633275-01 +67346899-01





























































































































































































































































.. ÷199999L?.-,-0_ e s - +436332T5-01




























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 36.--Conical Flow Field. 8,---5.0°; M®----1.5 59
us Moo % %





























































































































































































































































720-549 0 - 64 - 3
6O TABLE 36.--Continued



















































































































10174691+01 - Ts/T _
i'I
TABLE 37.--Conical Flow Field. 8,----5.0°; 21I_.=1.75 61






















































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 38.--Conical Flow Field. 0/=5.0°; M®----2.0 63
65562447+00 +20000000+01 +87266422-01 +52524879+00
w






































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 39.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----5.0°; 7v/®=2.5 65
uB Moo e, ev
73438305+00 +25000000+01 +87266422-01 +41425491+00







































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 40.--Conical Flow Field. 6,=5.0°; M..=3.0


















































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 41.--Conical Flow Field. _,=5.0°; M,_=3.5 69
us Moo e,





























































































































































































































































70 TABLE 41 .--Continued
e, = ,STa66_Z_-Ol












































































































































TABLE 42.--Conical Flow Field. 6,----5.0°; M®=4.0 71
u8 Moo o. ow
+86281275+00 +39_99996+0_ +87266422-01 +26104195+00
H



































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 43.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----5.0°; ._r®----4.5 73






























































































































































































































































xoo - _g9999z.oz e.. +8_60_,oz































































































































































+10871966+01 = Ts/T _
i
i
TABLI_; 44.--Conical Flow Field. 8,----5.0°; M®=5.0 75
+90353475+00 +49999991+01, +87266422-01 +21458047+00




























































































































































































































































Moo - +_999999z+oz e a - +87266_zz-oz
w





















































































































TABLE 45. -Conical Flow Field. 0_=5.0°; 3I==6.0 77
u s t'iao O a e w











































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 46.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----5.0°; ,_10_=7.0 79
u s Moo e s 8w






























































































































































































































































Moo . +70000002+01 0 a ,, +872_00-01





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 49. -Conical Fh)w Field. 0_:5.0°; Jl:.:12.0 85
us e, %

















































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 50. Conical Flow Field Os=50°; 1I®=15.0 87






























































































































































































































































o B . +87z66_zz-oz






















































































TAnLI_: 51. -Conical Flow Field. 0.=5.0°; 1/=--_20.0 89
ea ew
+98849505+00 +19999975+02 +87266422-01 +10697188+00






















































































































































































































































TABLE 52.---('onical Fh)w Field. 0,=7.5°; ?I'/®-- 1.0735583
% _ % Ow
4n825000+00 +I0735583+01 +15089970+00 +12132281+01














































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 53.---Conical Fh)w Field. 0,_-7.5°; _1I.,=1.5 93
us om %
t











































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 54.--Conical Flow Field. 8s=7.5°; 3i_=1.75 95
% Moo es
+59533373+00 +17500000+01 +13089970+00 +61444903+00





























































































































































































































































































































































































































+11509820+0i m ps]_{x )
+11056566+01 " ps/p _
+10409941+01 = Tm/T _
ii
TABLE 55.- -Conical Flow Field. _8----7.5°; _tl_=2.0 97
Moo es ev

























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 56.---Conical Flow Field. 0_=7.5°; .1I_=2.5 99

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































+10880610+01 m Ts/T _
I
TABLE 58.---Conical Flow Field. 0_=7.5°; M.=3.5 103
us Moo Os _r
+82357656+00 +35000010+01 +13089970+00 +31238763+00










































































































































































































































































































































































































































+11099400+01 - Ts/'f _
+85450309+00










































































































































































































































































































































































































+11332629+01 m Ts_f _
i
r!I
TABLE 60.--Conical Flow Field. _s=7.5°; 1I_----4.5 107
+87789574+00 +44999990+01 +13089970+00 +25747371+00














































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 61.--Conical Flow Field. _s----7.5°; /11,.----5.0 109
%. 1%o e, %


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































+11840166+01 = Ts/T _
TABLE 62.--Conical Flow Field. 8,=7.5°; ill® =6.0 111
I
+92127400+00 +5999998.2+01 +13089970+00 +21481181+00


























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 63.--Conical Flow Field. 8,=7.5°; 111==7.0 113
































































































































































































































































































































































































+18640213+01 = ps/O _
+!302"3537+01 = Ts/Too
']
TABLE 64.--Conical Flow Field. 8_=7.5°; M_=8.0 115























































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 65.---Conical Flow Field. 0,----7.5°; ill.,= 10.0 117
+96295722+00 +99999934+01, +13089970+00 +17279855+00

















































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 66.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=7.5°; _/®=12.0 119












































































































































































































































































































































































































,+17116036+01 - T I
TABLE 67.--Conic_d Flow Field. _=7.5°; llf_-----15.0 121
uo °° % ll
+97752550+Q0 +14999986+02 +13089970+00 +15720234+00 I






























































































































































































































































































































TABLE 68.--Conical Flow Field. 8_=7.5°; ._f_=20.0 123
u8 %,
+15127223+00Mo O I 8s
...._+i9999971+02 I +13089970+00+98285489+00










































































































































































0 s - +1_E_)970+00
















































































TABLE 69.-- Conical Flow Field. 0_=10.0°; M.=1.1159051 125
us %o es %







































































































































































































































































































+11053308+01 = ps/p _
+10408725+01 = TS/TOO
T.¢BLE 70.-- Conical Flow Field. 8_=10.0°; __I®=1.5 127
us Moo' 8_ ew
+52377026+00 +15000000+01 +17453296+00 +74466072+00
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TArtLY. 73.--Conical Flow Field. 8,= 10.0°; ,_/.=2.5 133



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 74.-- Conical Flow Field. 0,----10.0°; M.----3.0 135
Us _ _
+77134502+U0 +29999997+01 +17453296+00 +37899374+00
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138 TABLE 75.- -Continued


















































































































































































































TA'BLE 76.-- -Conical Flow Field. 0,=10.0°; _I®=4.0 139
Us es % t
+84481459+00 +39999996+01 +]7453296+00 +30918220+00




































































































































































































































































































































































































+12024108+01 = TB/_ _
TABLE 77.- .Conical Flow Field. _,=10.0°; M,_=4.5 141
=s I%o es


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Moo = +60000052+01 O s = +17_53296+00





























































































































TABLE 80." ConieM Flow Field. 0_=10.0°; ]_r_=7.0 147
Us % %
+92942132+00 +69999982+01 +17453296+00 +23632593+00




























































































































































































































































Moo - +6999998Z+OZ o, - +z_Y;96+oo











































































































• 33961384+01 = Ps/Pco
+23091981+01 = Ps/POO
+14707004+01 = Ts/'f_




























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 82.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----10.0°; M®----10.0 151
uB Moo es %,


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































+18483379+01 - Ts/T _
TABLE 83.--Conical Flow Field. 0_= 10.0°; M_.= 12.0 153
% z%o os %
+o6206308+00 +12000008+02 +17453296+00 +20775907+00
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TABLE 85.---Conical Flow Field. 0,= 10.0 °; M._ = 20.0 157
u, _ o, %


























































































































































































































































































+39945433+01 s TS/T _
l
J
Table 86.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=12.5°; zlJ®-----1.1643198 159
us i Moo es
+40825000+00 +11643198+01 +21816615+00 +i0801535+0i





































































































































































































































































TABLE 87.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----12.5°; M®= 1.5 161
us _ es e_




























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 88.--Conical Flow Field. 0_---- 12.5 °; Moo = 1.75
+57002456+00 +17500001+01, +2181661.5+0b +64398686+00






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABL_ 90.--Conical Flow Field. O_= 12.5°; AI=----2.5 167






























































































































































































































































168 TABLE 90.-- Continued
Moo = +249999¢)9_qI os = +z%8i6615+oo .,:.











































































































































































Us Moo es ev
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T_ BLE 91 .--Continued

































































































































































+11850193+01 - Ts/T _
I:iHJ
TABLE 92.--Conical Flow Field. 0s=12.5°; _1I_=3.5 171


















































































































































































































































































































































































































+12307931+01 = Ts/T _
TABLE 93.-- Conical Flow Field. 8,---- 12.5°; ,1I,_=4.0 173
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rpABLE 94.- Conical Flow Field. 0_12.5°; M_----4.5 175




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 95.-- Conical Flow Field. _=12.5°; ][_=5.0 177
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+15259364+01 = TS/T _
TABLE 97.--Conical Flow Field. _s----12.5°; _1I_.----7.0 181
+91922680+00" +70000000+01 +21816615+00 +27739747+00



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































720-54g 0 - 64 - 7
188 TABLE 100.- Continued
08 - +_816619+oo






























































































































































+40707795+01 = Os/0 _
+27385305+01 = Ts/Too































































































































































































































































190 TAI_LE 101.- Coutinued
Moo = +z_999989+o2 es = +Z181661_+00
w








































































































+36361355+01 = Ts/T _
TABLE 102.--Conical Flow Field. 0_---12.5°; ,/I==20.0 191
us Moo es
+19999967+02 +24400081+0096500043+00 +218] 66 ] 5+00
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28708667+02 = ps/p _
51535214+ni - ps/Poo
557_6894+01 = TS/T _
'li"II-
TABLE 103.-- Conical Flow Field. 0_=15.0°; .1I==1.2182190














































































































































































































































194 TABLE104."ConicalFlowField. 0_=15.0 ° 3!_=1.5
t Us+49408173+00
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TAm, E 106.-Conical Flow Field.
M_ I _s
+19999998+01 +26179935+00



































































































































































































































































Moo = +19999998+01 9 s = +26179935+00
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200 TABLE 107." Conical Flow Field. 8,----15.0°; ,11,_=2.5
l us Moo I es %
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202 TABLE 108." Coni('M Flow Field. 0_=15.0°; M..=3.0
Us Moo @S @w
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Moo - +h_999_i e s = +25179955+00
209










































































































































































210 TABLE 112._ Conical Flow Field. 0_=15.0°; 1I_=5.0
ua Moo % %
































































































































































































































































Moo = +49999991+01 as = +26179935+00
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214 TAnLE 114.- Conical Flow Field. 0.=15.0°; M_----7.0
us I M(D+7oooooo +o +26179935+00 _ +52051775+00
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21_; 'I'A_LE 116.- Conical Flow FiehI. e_= 15.0°; M_=I0.0
u s Moo es
































































































































































































































































S s = +26]-79935+00
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.R-



























































































































































720-549 0 - 64 - 8
220 TABLE 117.- Conical Flow Field. 0_:15.0°; 31.:12.0
+94076563+00 11999995+02 +26179935+00 +29883132+00






























































































































































































































































]_o = +1199999940'2 @s = +26179939+00















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Moo = +Z9999957+02 Os = +26Z7995.5+00




































































































+74718014+01 = Ts/T _
226 TABLE 120._ Conical Flow Field. 0_=17.5°; JlI_=1.2773745
u8 _ es _
+40825000+00 +12773745+01 +30543261+00 +10034478+01

















































































































































































































+11052790+01 = Ts/T _
T,_mJE 121.- Conical Flow Field. 0s=17.5°; 11_/_=1.5 227
+47674288+00 +14999999+01 +30543261+00 +81737375+00
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TABLE 123.--Conical Flow Field. 0,= 17.5°; M==2.0
08 I %
+19999999+01 +30543261+00 I +62370115+00+59110401+00















































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 124.- -Conical Flow Field. 8,=17.5°; _$/®----2.5
I Us Moo+67266766+00 +25000000+01
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+53101645+00



















































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 125.- Conical Flow Field. _= 17.5°; AI._= 3.0
+30543261+00 +47752193+00162311+00



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































240 TABLE 127.- -Continued






















































































































































































T,_imn 128.- Conical Flow Field. 0.,= 17.5°; _,I,=4.5 241













































































































































































































































































































































































































TABL_" 129.- Conical Flow Field. 0_:17.5°; ],1_:5.0 243
+84973902+00 +49999998+01 +30543261+00 I +39164866+00





























































































































































































































































T _BLE 129.-- -Continued
O s --, +3091_3261+00






















































































































































TABLr: 130.- Conical Flow Field. 0,=17.5°; ._I.:6.0 245
I: us87592277+00
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TABLE 132.- C, onic_d Flow Field. O_= 17.5°; ._I®=8.0 249
u s _o es %,
+90437915+00 +80000001+01 +30543261+00 +35827161

































































































































































































































































































































































































































-o.TABLE 133." -Conical Flow Field. 0,--- 17.o , Moo-- 10.0
=B Moo e, % ]






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 135.--Conical Flow Field. 0,= 17.5°; M® = 15.0 255
u8 Moo es






























































































































































































































































O B = +50911-5261+00

















































































































TABLS 136.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----17.5°; M®=20.0 257
+93831729+00 +20000089+02 +30543261+00 +33887634+00













































































































































































































































































































































































































+96844980+01 = Ts/T _
TAsL_ 137.--Conical Flow Field. 8_=20.0°; M'_=--1.3419094 259
L." l" t



































































































































































































+11334515+01 m Ts/T _
260 TABLE 138.- Conical Flow Field. 0s=20.0°; ._/o_= 1.5


































































































































































































































































































































































































+11464276+01 - Ts/T _
262 TABLE 139.---Conical Flow Field. 0_=20.0°; M_=1.75
=s Moo ej %






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































266 TABLE 141.- Conical Flow Field. 0_=20.0°; 7II_--2.5
uB o_















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































+13666616+01 = Ts/'f _
270 TABLE 143.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=20.0°; M®=3.5
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































280 TABLE t48.--Conical Flow Field. 0,--20.0°; M,.=7.0
% _ e8 %
+87659359+00 +69999984+01 +34906588+00 +41067349+00



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































720-549 0 - 64 - i0
284 T,*,BLE 150.-- Conical Flow Field. 03=20.0°; A,I_=10.0
l us _ _+90202484+00 +999c)9950+01
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+36906588+00 _39698293+00



























































































































































































































































































































































































286 TABLE 151.--Conical Flow Field. 0.,=20.0°; ._f_= 12.0
I
us Moo es I ew
+90988674+00 +11999992+02 +34906588+00 I +39287165+00
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288 TABLE 152.--Conical Flow Field. 0.=20.0°; M..= 15.0
Us 14oo @s [. ew
























































































































































































































































































































































































+7364362]+01 = Ts/T _
290 i TABLE 153. Conical Flow Field. 08=20.0°; M®=20.0
e s .%
92166986+00 +19999972+02 %34906588+00 +38680903+00


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































69827597+n2 = ps/p _
57271110+0] = ps/p _
]2]92462+02 = Ts/Too
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TABLE 156.--Conical Flow Field. 8_----22.5°; M®=1.75 295
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Us Moo @s @w 1
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Moo = +44999996+01 @s = +39269911+00












































































































































TABLE 163.--Conical Flow Field. 8_=22.5°; M.----5.0 309
Us Moo I es %- I81559125+00 +392699Ji+00+48/9511+00







































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 164.--Conical Flow Field. 0_=22.5°; M®=6.0 311
Us Mo_ @s @w









































































































































































































































































































































































































































T:tm,n 155.-.Conical Flow Field. 0,=22.5°; IL.=7.0 313
Us Moo es ew






























































































































































































































































































































































































28452'991+01= Ts/T _ ,
If,
TABLE 166.--Conical Flow Field. 0..=22 5°; 2ii®---8.0 315
u s

























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 167.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=22.5°; i_f®=10.0 317
u S























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 168.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=22.5°; M._=12.0 319
t" r - t " "






























































































































































































































































Moo = +11999989+o2 es = +59269911+oo
4_






































































































































61327491+01 = Ts_o o
i
TABLE 169.--ConicM Flow Field. 0,----22.5°; M®--15.0 321











































































































































































































































































































































































































89318613+01 = Ts/T _
I
i








































































































































































































































































Moo = +19999963402 @s = +3926_11+00




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 174.--Conical Fh)w Field. 0,=25.0°; Jll_=2.0
%ts Moo 8s e w












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































334 TABLE 176.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=25.0°; M®=3.0




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































338 TABLE 178.---Conical Flow Field. _=25.0°; M_----4.0
I

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 179.---Conical Flow Field. 0,----25.0°; M.=4.5
-_',363_°22 {+q ' +53666064+0077V13-_56*20 +45_ 00©02+g]
4?63322 ] +<'9






















































+] 96373] 0.0 _
+ ] 9(? 38087+01
+]_.:39026+01
]9? _,1_74+C!
_ c01,27974 (: ]
+ ] 9"4F, r _ 2_ (: ]
190479/: 9 _0 ]
* 19{)"99_4 '01
190_2 ] 26+P1
+ 19054 q ? 2+0 ]
+19(!5_38C_ _ t












































=z. ! 939! 04+¢'r;
+4113c268 _Oo
+L 09_ q592+00













































































































,63 ] 9218,f, +00
"62.792713_--C0
_'6 :, q 2322"?_ 00
÷55')3 qO:! 2 '_Ct_
+66297923+00






















TABLE 179.--- Continued 341

































































































































































32982090+0] I ps/p _
20000891+01 = Ts/T _







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































720-549 0 - 64 - 12











































































































































































































































































































































































































38543976+01 m Ts/T _
350 TABLE 184.--Conical Flow Field. 0s=25.0°; M_=10.0
u s





































































































































































































































































































































































































53736576+01 m Ts/T _
352 TABLE 185.--Conical Flow Field. 08=25.0°; 2i1®=12.0



































































































































































































































































































































































































































72291937+01 = Ts/T _
354 I TABLe. 186.--Conical Flow Field. 8s=25.0°; M._=15.0
L ]

























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 187.---Conical Flow Field. 0,=25.0°; M==20.0
u s Moo 8s _w
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































360 TABLE 189.--Conical Flow Field. 0_=27.5°; M®=1.75
% Moo es e_

































































































































































































































































- +175(XxXX>_I es - +_7996551+oo




























































































































































+12754029+01 = Ts/T _
362 TABLE 190.--Conical Flow Field. 03=27.5°; M®----2.0
us Moo os





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































+250Ciri000+ 01 +47996551 +00 +6,9686.390+00
+ 14'S.74519+01
+ 14334850+0 1
+ 14 " _'= -' .... 1:,.z,.,b_ c,+Ll
+I 4637420+01






















































































































































































































































































































+14468656+01 " Ts/T _
366 TABLE 192.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=27.5°; M®=3.0
us Moo e8 ew

















































































































































































































































































































































































































+15919339+01 = Ts/T _
368
I+69977_78+00

































































































































































































































































e s - +_7996551+oo
369






















































































































































370 TABLE 194.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----27.5°; M==4.0
us Moo es ev I




































































































































































































































































































































































































372 TABLE 195.--Conical Flow Field. 8,=27.5°; M_.--4.5
I+755
us Moo es
















































































































































































































































































































































































































+75395491+01 = ps/p _
+35206164+01 = ps/Poo
+21699464+01 = Ts/T _
374 TABLE 196.--Conical Flow Field. 8_----27.5°; M®=5.0




































































































































































































































































































































































































+37847961+01 m oetp _
+24112597+01 = Ts/T _











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































720-549 0 - 64 - 13

































































































































































































































































Moo - +79999977+01 es - +4799659z+oo

































































































































382 TABLE 200.--Conical Flow Field. _,,----27.5°; ,11®= 10.0
/








































































































































































































































































































































































































f_ "u s+,q47," I NA7+rlO
TABLE 201.--Conical Flow Field. 0,--27.5°; :Lr==I2.0
Moo es 8w














































































































































































































































































Moo " +11999990+02 o, = +_7996991+00






















































































































































386 _ TABLE 202.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----27.5°; il_®= 15.0
% ov
+85353046+00 +I 4999990+02 +47996551+0(3 +53468140+00

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































8 _ _i x r
TABLE 203.--Conical Flow FieM. 8s_27.5°; 31_.=20.0
t Moo es %,





























































































































































































































































o s = +47_51+oo
389

































































































































































390 T>.BL_" 204. -Conical Flow Field. 0,=30.0°; _I_=1.6710795
Us Moo es _,



























































































































































































































































































392 TABLE 205.--Conical Flow Field. 08----30.0°; _.I®=1.75
f t 1 1"us Moo es sw
+43053903+00 + 17499999+01 +52359_:73+00 +92802044+00
w
8 M1 _l x











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































+I 3695501 +01 = Ts/Too







































































































































































































































































































































































































398 TABLE 208.--Conical Flow Field. 0._30.0°; M_=3.0




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































4OO TABLE 209.--Conical Flow Field. 0,----30.0°; M®----3.5
us+67324971 +00
MOO



























































































































































































































































































































































































































402 TABLE 210.--Conical Flow Field. 8,----30.0°; -_I®=4.0
L
07S2S93+00 +39999995+01 "+52359873+00 +64467684+00














































































































































































































































































































































































































































"/20-549 0 - 64 - 14






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































412 TABLE 215.--Conical Flow Field. 0.----30.0°; M®--8.0
I ll B+801 21454+00
M_
+79999983+01 +52.359875+00 +59581671 +00




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































416 TABLE 217.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=30.00; M®=12.0
us Moo es
+82193517+00 +11999986+02 +52359873+00 +58658.328+00





























































































































































































































































TA BLE 2 t 7.--Con tinued
oB = +523_7_o
417














































































































































418 TABLE 218.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=30.0°; M==15.0
%















































































































































































































































































































































































































420. TA_bE 219.--Conical Flow Field. e,=30.0°; M,.=20.0
u8 _ % %
83305635+00 +20000030+02 +52359873+00 +58182628+90
e M_ _l x
52359873+00
52490772+00
52621671+00
52752569+00
52883468+00
53014366+00
53145265+00
53276163+00
53407062+00
53537960+00
53668858+00
53799757+00
53930656+00
54061554+00
54192453+00
54323351+00
54454250+00
54585148+00
54716047+00
54803312+00
54890578+00
54977844+00
55065109+00
55152375+00
55239641+00
55326906+00
55414172+00
55501438+00
55588704+00
55675969+00
55763235+00
5585050n+00
55937766+00
56025092+00
56112297+o_
56199563+00
56286829+00
56330462+00
56374094+00
56417727+00
56461360+00
56504993+00
56548626+00
56592259+00
56635892+00
56679524+00
56723157+00
56766790+00
56810423+00
56854056+00
+20405629+01
+20405664+01
+20405768+01
+20405940+01
+20406180+01
+20406487+01
+20406860+01
+20407300+01
+20407805+01
+20408375+01
+20409010+01
+20409708+01
+20410471+01
+20411298+01
+20412187+01
+20413140501
+20414155+01
+20415233+01
+20416373+01
+20417168+01
+20417991+0]
+20418841+0]
+20419720+01
+20420626+01
+20421559+01
+20422520+01
+20423510+01
+20424527+01
+20425572+0]
+20426645+01
+20427745+01
+20428874+01
+20430031+01
4204312]6+0]
+20432429+0]
+20433671+01
+20434941+01
+20435587+01
+20436240+01
+20436900+01
+20437568+01
+20438243+01
+20438925+01
+20439614+01
+20440310+01
+20441014+01
+20441725+0]
+20442443+0]
+20443169+0.1
+20443903+01
+52359873+00
+52229266+00
+52099231+00
+51969741+00
+51840776+00
+51712313+00
+51584331+00
+51456810+00
+51329728+00
+51203064+00
+51076797+00
+50950907+00
+50825375+00
+50700180+00
+50575303+00
+50450722+00
+50326420+00
+50202375+00
+50078569+00
+49996154+00
+400]?892+00
_49831594+00
+49749435+00
+49667351+00
+49_853_4+00
+49503380+00
+49421482+00
+49339634+00
+49257829+00
+49176064+00
+49094331+00
+49012624+00
+48930935+00
+48849260+00
+48767594+00
+48685927+00
+48604256+00
+48563417+00
i+48522574+00
+4848]726+00
+48440872+00
+48400012+00
+48359144+00
:+48318271+00
i+48277387+00
+48236495+00
+48]95591+00
+48]54676+00
'+48113749+00
+48072808+00
+86602540+00
+86903702+00
+87209163+00
+87519008+00
+87833337+00
+88152248+00
+88475849+00
+88804244+00
+89137544+00
+89475862+00
+89819322+00
+90168040+00
+90522156+00
+90881791+00
+91247089+00
+_1618186+00
+91995237+00
+92378397+00
+92767818+00
%93030993+00
+93297075+00
+93566115+00
+93838170+00
+9_113295+00
+94391543+00
+94672974+00
+94957646+00
+95245618+00
+95536962+00
+95831733+00
+96129995+00
+96431825+00
+96737289+00
+97046465+00
+_7359414+00
+97676223+00
+97996975+00
+98158852+00
+98321741+00
+98485654+00
+98650609+00
+98816609+00
+98983667+00
+99151792+00
+99321001+00
"+99491299+00
+99662704+00
+99835224+00
+10000887+01
+10018366+01
+50000000+00
+50325660+00
+50655106+00
+50988406+00
+51325648+00
+51666914+00
+52012300+00
+52361889+00
+52715780+00
+53074070+00
+53436862+00
+53804256+00
+54176371+00
+54553308+00
+54935190+00
+55322133+00
+55714266+00
+56111721+00
+56514626+00
+56786328+00
+57060556+00
+57337353+00
+57616769+00
+57898847+00
+58183635+00
+58471181+00
+58761532+00
+59054743+00
+59350868+00
+59649956+00
+59952060+00
+60257245+00
+60565563+00
+60877083+00
+611Q]854+00
+6]509946+00
+61831432+00
+61995466+00
+62156369+00
+62320152+00
+62484830+00
+62650405+00
+62816887+00
+62984285+00
+63152613+00
+63921874+00
+63492084+00
+63663248+00
+63835381+00
+64008486+00
Moo " +e00OOO_Oe
TABLE 219.--Continued
os = +'#239987_r_oo
421
56897689+00
56941321+00
56984954+00
57028587+00
57072220+00
57115853+00
57159485+00
57203118+00
57246751+00
57290384+00
57334017+00
57377649+00
5742128Z+00
57464915+00
57508548+00
57552181+00
57595814+00
57639447+00
57683080+00
57726712+00
577?0345+00
57813978+00
57857611+00
57901244+00
57944877+00
57988510+00
58032142+00
58075775+00
58119408+00
58163041+00
58182628+00
+20444643+01
+20445391+01
+20446147+01
+20446910+01
+20447680+01
+20448458+01
+20449244+01
+20450037+01
+20456838+01
+20451647+01
+20452463+01
+20453287+01
+20454118+01
+20454957+01
+20455805+01
+20456660+01
+20457523+01
+20458394+01
+20459273+01
+20460160+01
+20461055+01
+20461958+01
+20462869+01
+20463788+01
+20464716+01
+20465¢52+01
+20466596+01
+20467548+0]
+20468509+01
+20469479+01
+20469916+01
+48031855+00
+47990885+00
+47949902+00
+47908899+00
#47867881+00
+47826843+00
+47785786+00
+47744708+00
+47703610+00
+47662489+00
+47621344+00
+47580175+00
+47538981+00
+47497762+00
+47456514+00
+47415239+00
+47373936+00
+47332600+00
+47291234+00
+47249834+00
+47208403+00
+47166935#00
+47125433+00
+47083893+00
+47042316+00
+47000701+00
+46959045+00
+46917347+00
+46875606+00
+46833823+00
+46815045+00
+10035960+01
+10053671+01
+10071500+01
+10089447+01
+10107515+0.1
+I0125705+01
+10144019+01
+10162457+01
+I0181021+01
+10199713+01
+10218534+0,1
+10237485+01
+10256569+01
+10275785+01
+10295137+01
+10314626+01
+10334253+01
+10354020+01
+10373930+01
+10393983+01
+10414182+01
+10434527+01
+10455021+01
+10475666+01
+10496463+01
+10517415+01
+10538524+01
+10559792+01
+10581219+01
+10602809+01
+10612555+01
+64182576+00
+64357668+00
+64533769+00
+64710882+00
+64889027+00
+65068215+00
+65248453+00
465429755+00
+65612136+00
+65795600+00
+65980163+00
+66165840+00
+66352646+00
+66540584+00
+66729669+00
+66919923+00
+67111351+00
+67303967+00
+67497795+00
+67692839+00
+67889118+00
+68086642+00
+68285426+00
+68485490+00
+68686849+00
+68889512+00
+69093506+00
+69298845+00
+69505533+00
+69713598+00
+69807456+00
62386038+01 -ZI_/R
14805417+03 _ Ps/p_
59729469+0] _ PS/P_
24787457+02 _ Ts/Too


Ill
